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For an O(N) symmetric scalar field theory with Euclidean action
∫

d3x
[

1

2
|∇φ|2 + 1

2
rφ2 + 1

4!
uφ4

]

,
where φ = (φ1, . . . , φN) is a vector of N real field components, variational perturbation theory
through seven loops is employed for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 to compute the renormalized value of r/(N+2)u2

at the phase transition. Its exact large-N limit is determined as well. We also extend an earlier
computation of the interaction-induced shift ∆〈φ2〉/Nu for N = 1, 2, 4 to N = 0, 3. For N = 2,
the results for the two quantities are used to compute the second-order shift of the condensation
temperature of a dilute Bose gas, both in the homogenous case and for the wide limit of a harmonic
trap. Our results are in agreement with earlier Monte Carlo simulations for N = 1, 2, 4. The
appendix contains previously unpublished numerical seven-loop data provided to us by B. Nickel.

PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh, 05.30.Jp, 12.38.Cy

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first experimental realizations of Bose-Ein-
stein condensation (BEC) in dilute atomic gases [1], the
preparation of such quantum gases has been achieved
in many laboratories around the globe. With the con-
tinuous improvement of experimental control over these
gases, it appears to be only a matter of time until pre-
cision measurements of physical quantities such as the
condensation temperature, the number of bosons, and
the density profile of the gas will be possible. The rela-
tions between these quantities were explored in many the-
oretical papers, often contradicting each other. However,
after an intense investigation of the subject using Monte-
Carlo simulations and various methods of field theory,
most theorists agree by now that the shift ∆Tc ≡ Tc−T0
of the condensation temperature away from its ideal gas
value

T0 =
2π

m

[

n

ζ(32 )

]2/3

, (1)

where n is the particle number density and m the mass
of the bosons, and where we work throughout in units
where kB = h̄ = 1, has, for a dilute homogenous Bose
gas, the form [2–4]

∆Tc
T0

= c̄1an
1/3 + [c̄′2 ln(an

1/3) + c̄′′2 ](an
1/3)2 + · · · . (2)

Here a is the s-wave scattering length corresponding to
the two-particle interaction potential of the bosons and
c̄1, c̄

′
2 and c̄′′2 are constants. For a comparison of several
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approaches to compute ∆Tc for the homogenous gas, the
reader is referred to the recent review [5].
While the shift above is expressed in terms of the num-

ber density of bosons, the shift of Tc for a gas in the wide
limit of a harmonic trap is conventionally expressed in
terms of the total number Nb of bosons in the trap. With
the size of the unperturbed ground state given by

lho =
1

√

m(ωxωyωz)1/3
, (3)

where ωx, ωy, ωz are the frequencies characterizing the
harmonic trap, the transition temperature may be writ-
ten as

T0 =

(

Nb

ζ(3)

)1/3
1

ml2ho
, (4)

so that the corresponding thermal wavelength λ0 =
√

2π/mT0 becomes

λ0 =
√
2π

(

Nb

ζ(3)

)−1/6

lho. (5)

The equivalent of the expansion (2) is then [6, 7]

∆Tc
T0

= c̆1
a

λ0
+

(

c̆′2 ln
a

λ0
+ c̆′′2

)(

a

λ0

)2

+ · · · (6)

with constants c̆1, c̆
′
2 and c̆′′2 . The result (6) is strictly

valid only in the limit of an infinitely wide trap. In
this case, however, the gas is locally homogenous and
the result (2) is applicable as well, if n is taken to be
the central density [7, 8]. The fact that ∆Tc is different
in both cases is no contradiction, since different quan-
tities are kept fixed, namely n in the homogenous case
and Nb in the case of a wide trap. In particular, c̄1 > 0,
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while c̆1 < 0. Keeping Tc fixed instead, this means that,
for small a, more particles have to be put into the trap
as compared to the ideal gas, but at the same time the
central density is reduced.

The starting point for deriving the expansions (2)
and (6) is to describe the gas of bosons by a non-
relativistic 3 + 1-dimensional field theory. Being inter-
ested in static quantities at finite temperature, one works
in the imaginary-time formalism in the grand canonical
ensemble. The corresponding Euclidean action is

S3+1 =

∫ β

0

dτ

∫

d3x

[

ψ∗

(

∂

∂τ
− 1

2m
∇

2 − µ+ V (x)

)

ψ

+
2πa

m
(ψ∗ψ)2

]

, (7)

with V (x) = 0 for the homogenous case and V (x) =
1
2m(ω2

xx
2 + ω2

yy
2 + ω2

zz
2) for the harmonic trap. The

complex field ψ is periodic in the imaginary-time direc-
tion, ψ(x, 0) = ψ(x, β). The two-body interaction po-
tential is parameterized by the s-wave scattering length
a. It has been argued [7, 8] that the effect of interactions
between more than two bosons and details of the two-
body interaction potential beyond the s-wave scattering
length enter only at higher orders in n1/3 and λ−1

0 than
explicitely given in (2) and (6).

The effect of a wide trapping potential can be accom-
modated by writing

Nb =

∫

d3xn(T, µ− V (x)), (8)

where the density function n(T, µ) holds for the homoge-
nous gas and, through the order needed here, may be
obtained from a perturbative calculation [7, 9]. The re-
lation (8) allows one to restrict all further field-theoretic
considerations to the homogenous case [7].

Due to the imaginary-time periodicity of the field
ψ(x, τ), it may be decomposed into imaginary-time fre-
quency modes with Matsubara frequencies ωj = 2πj/β.
Subsequently, the nonzero Matsubara frequencies are in-
tegrated out, leaving a three-dimensional field theory for
the zero-Matsubara modes ψ0. Conventionally, this the-
ory is written as

S3 =

∫

d3x

[

1

2
(∇φa)

2 +
rB
2
φ2a +

u

24
(φ2a)

2 + fB

]

, (9)

where φa are N real field components, i.e., a = 1, . . . , N
and N = 2 is the case interesting for BEC. In general, S3

contains a hierarchy of infinitely many terms, but for the
orders given in (2) and (6), it is sufficient to consider the
terms in (9). The relations between the parameters and
fields in S3+1 and those of the effective field theory given
by S3 may be determined by a perturbative matching
calculation and are provided in [7, 8] through the order
needed for the purposes here.

Finally, the coefficients in (2) are given by [8]

c̄1 = − 4(4π)3

ζ(32 )
4/3

κ2, (10a)

c̄′2 = −16(4π)ζ(12 )

3ζ(32 )
5/3

≈ 19.7518, (10b)

c̄′′2 =
16(4π)ζ(12 )

9ζ(32 )
5/3

ln[ζ(32 )] +
28(4π)6

ζ(32 )
8/3

κ2
2

+
8(4π)

3ζ(32 )
5/3

{

ζ(12 )
2 ln 2√
π

+ 2K2 −
√
π

−[ln 2 + 3 ln(4π)+1−36(4π)2R2−24(4π)2κ2]ζ(
1
2 )

}

,

(10c)

with perturbatively defined K2 given in Appendix A and
non-perturbative quantities κ2 and R2, to which we re-
turn below. The coefficients in (6), on the other hand,
are given by [7]

c̆1 =
2

3ζ(3)





∞
∑

i,j=1

1

i3/2j3/2(i+ j)1/2
−2ζ(2)ζ(32 )





≈ −3.426032, (11a)

c̆′2 = −8(4π)ζ(2)

3ζ(3)
≈ −45.8566, (11b)

c̆′′2 = C2 −
4(4π)ζ(2)

3ζ(3)
[1− ln 2 + 3 ln(4π)

− 4K1 − 36(4π)2R2], (11c)

with perturbatively definedK1 and C2 given in Appendix
A and the same κ2 and R2 as in Eqs. (10).
The quantities κ2 and R2 remain to be computed

within the three-dimensional theory. Although they are
well-defined, their generalization from two to N real field
components is not unique. We exploit this to define them
in such a way that both their N → 0 and N → ∞ limits
exist.
Let κN be the critical limit of the interaction-induced

shift ∆〈φ2〉/Nu and let RN be the critical limit of
rMS(u, r)/(N + 2)u2, where rMS(u, r) is the renormal-
ized version of the bare quantity defined by rB(u, r) =
r+Σ(0, u, rB(u, r)) with the self-energy Σ(k, u, rB). Here,
renormalization refers to using the modified minimal sub-
traction scheme (MS) after applying dimensional regular-
ization (DR). For RN , we still have to specify the renor-
malization scale, which will be done below in Sec. II.
Both κN and RN receive contributions from all length
scales, which makes them non-universal critical quanti-
ties. This is particularly obvious for RN because of its
renormalization scale dependence. Application of such
quantities to physical situations is restricted to cases
where the short-distance physics described by the effec-
tive field theory is perturbative at a scale where the ef-
fective theory is still applicable [8].
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Our motivation to generalize κ2 and R2 to N real field
components derives not only from the possibility to com-
pare to the N = 1, 4 Monte Carlo (MC) data of Sun
[10], but also because our results may be applicable to
physical situations different from BEC. We remind the
reader that N = 0, 1, 2, 3 correspond to the universality
classes of dilute polymer solutions, the Ising model, the
XY model, and the Heisenberg model, respectively.
We like to comment on the use of the phrase “univer-

sal.” In the context of critical phenomena, quantities are
considered “universal” if they are common to all mem-
bers of a given universality class. They do not depend
on the microscopic Hamiltonian used to compute them,
as long as the model under consideration is in the cor-
rect universality class. Universal quantities are typically
critical exponents and critical amplitude ratios. In the
context of BEC, on the other hand, “universal” refers
to quantities that depend only on the s-wave scattering
length a of the two-body interaction potential and on
no further details of the potential such as the effective
range rs or interaction terms involving more than two
particles. Consequently, the quantities κN and RN are
non-universal from the critical phenomena viewpoint, but
c̄1, c̄

′
2, c̄

′′
2 , c̆1, c̆

′
2, and c̆

′′
2 are universal BEC coefficients.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows.
In Sec. II, we give a more detailed definition of the non-
perturbative quantities κN and RN and write down their
loop expansions. In Sec. III, we determine the large-
N limit R∞. In Sec. IV we define the perturbative
series for RN and provide perturbative coefficients for
N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞ through seven loops. In Sec. V, we
resum the perturbative series using Kleinert’s variational
perturbation theory (VPT) and obtain seven-loop esti-
mates of RN for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞. Previous results for
κN with N = 1, 2, 4 are extended to N = 0, 3. The re-
sults for κ2 and R2 are translated into values for c̄′′2 and
c̆′′2 , while the translation of our VPT results for κ2 was
already given in [11–13]. We close with a discussion of
our findings in Sec. VI.

II. DEFINITION OF κN AND RN

As in [11–13] we use a renormalization scheme where
the bare parameter rB is traded for the renormalized
quantity r ≡ rB − Σ(0) with the self-energy Σ(p). Full
and free propagator are then

G(p) =
1

p2 + r − [Σ(p)− Σ(0)]
, G0(p) =

1

p2 + r
, (12)

respectively, and the critical limit is identified as r → 0.
This scheme renders finite all diagrams in the expansion
(13) below and all but the first two diagrams in the ex-
pansion (15) further below. This is essential for numeri-
cal evaluations, since it allows to work without regulator
for all but these two diagrams. The two divergent dia-
grams will be regulated by DR and the only remaining

divergent diagram renormalized by MS. The correspond-
ing Feynman rules are δabG0(p) for internal lines and
−u(δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc)/3 for vertices, where indices
run from 1 to N . The integration measure for the loop
momenta is

∫

p ≡ µǫ
∫

dDp/(2π)D with D = 3− ǫ and the

renormalization scale µ, whose introduction keeps the di-
mension of physical quantities at their D = 3 values even
for D 6= 3. For convergent diagrams, we may set D = 3
from the outset, of course.
κN , relevant for the first-order shift of Tc of a homoge-

nous Bose gas and also needed as one of the ingredients
for the shift in second order for both the homogenous gas
and the case of a wide trap, has been determined before.
We define it by κN ≡ limur→∞ κN (ur), where

κN (ur) ≡ ∆〈φ2〉
Nu

=
1

u

∫

p

[G(p)−G0(p)]

=
1

Nu

[

R ✖✕
✗✔✞✝ ☎✆q q
×

+R ✖✕
✗✔
✔
✔

❚
❚q q
q
×

+ · · ·
]

(13)

with

ur ≡
(N + 2)u√

r
, (14)

and where the operator R recursively removes all zero-
momentum parts of any self-energy subdiagram and orig-
inates in the subtraction of Σ(0) from Σ(p) in (12) [11–
13]. The cross in the diagrams is an insertion that merely
separates two propagators. Power counting shows that
κN (ur) depends on u and r only through the combina-
tion in (14). The inclusion of N + 2 in the definition of
ur leaves the perturbative coefficients of κN(ur) finite for
both N = 0 and N → ∞, when κN (ur) is expressed as a
power series in ur.
Since we have computed κN [14] for N = 1, 2, 4 in the

framework of VPT through seven loops before [12, 13],
we merely quote in Table I our results and those other
results that appear to be most reliable (for detailed argu-
ments supporting this conclusion, see [12] and references
therein), namely those from MC simulations [10, 15–17].
Our results for N = 0, 3 are new, though.
The other non-perturbative quantity needed for the

second-order contributions (10c) and (11c) is the shift
of the chemical potential due to the interaction [7, 8].
Within the three-dimensional theory (9), this amounts
to computing the r → 0 limit of

rB(u, r) = r +Σ(0, u, rB(u, r))

= r +R ❦q +R ✍✌
✎☞q q +R ✖✕

✗✔✞✝ ☎✆q qq +R q qq✗✔✕✖
+ · · · (15)

at zero external momentum. This quantity, however, is
ultraviolet (UV) divergent. The theory (9) is superrenor-
malizable, and only the one-loop diagram and the two-
loop “sunset” diagram in the expansion (15) are diver-
gent.
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TABLE I: κN for N = 1, 2, 4 from MC simulations, for N =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 from VPT through seven loops, and exact for N →
∞. For obtaining the N = 0 result from VPT, we have set
ω = 0.805 and η = 0.029 and thus ω′ = 0.8817, while for N =
3, we have set ω = 0.785 and η = 0.037 and thus ω′ = 0.800
(see, e.g., [18]). For N = 1, 2, 4, the reader is referred to [12].

N κN from MC κN from VPT

0 — −(3.66 ± 0.39) × 10−4

1 −(4.94± 0.41) × 10−4 [10] −(4.86 ± 0.45) × 10−4 [12]

2
−(5.85± 0.23) × 10−4 [15]

−(5.99± 0.09) × 10−4 [17]
−(5.75 ± 0.49) × 10−4 [12]

3 — −(6.46 ± 0.48) × 10−4

4 −(7.23± 0.45) × 10−4 [10] −(6.99 ± 0.48) × 10−4 [12]

∞ −1/[6(4π)2] ≈ −1.05543 × 10−3 [3]

Following [7, 8, 10], we use DR in D = 3 − ǫ dimen-
sions together with MS to renormalize rB. When using
other schemes, the definition of the perturbative quanti-
ties in (10c) and (11c) would have to be changed as well,
leading to the same values of c̄′′2 and c̆′′2 . The one-loop
diagram in (15) is finite in DR and consequently needs
no subtraction. The only divergent diagram is then the
two-loop “sunset” diagram, which is computed in Ap-
pendix B. Using the results derived there, we define the
renormalized quantity rMS(u, r) by

rB(u, r) = rMS(u, r) +
(N + 2)u2

36(4π)2ǫ
. (16)

rMS(u, r) then remains finite as ǫ→ 0. We further define
RN = limur→∞RN (ur), where

RN (ur) ≡ lim
ǫ→0

rMS(u, r)

(N + 2)u2

∣

∣

∣

∣

µ̄=(N+2)u/12

(17)

with ur from (14), and where µ̄ is the renormalization
scale in the MS scheme, see also Appendix B. The re-
lation with the quantity R ≡ limǫ→0 rMS(u, 0)/u

2
∣

∣

µ̄=u/3

determined for N = 2 in [17] and for N = 1, 4 in [10] is

RN =
R

N + 2
+

1

18(4π)2
ln
N + 2

4
, (18)

so that, for the BEC case N = 2,

R = 4R2. (19)

Our definition leads to finite values for both R0 and R∞.
The exact value of the latter will be computed next.

III. 1/N -EXPANSION FOR κN AND RN

Consider expansions of κN and RN in powers of N−1,
where u is considered to be proportional to N−1, so that

ur is of order N0. For the purposes of this section, each
diagram represents only its leading order part in powers
of N .
Denote the leading order (LO), next-to-leading order

(NLO), etc. contributions to κN in a 1/N -expansion by

κ
(0)
N , κ

(1)
N , etc., respectively, where κ

(k)
N ∝ N−k. In LO,

only one type of diagrams contributes and, in general
dimension D = 3− ǫ, we have

κ∞ = κ
(0)
N

=
1

Nu
lim
r→0

[

R ✖✕
✗✔✞✝ ☎✆q q
×

+R ✖✕
✗✔
✔
✔

❚
❚q q
q
×

+R ✖✕
✗✔

q
qq

q × + · · ·
]

= − πǫγǫµ
2ǫ

3(1 + ǫ) sin
(

2πǫ
1+ǫ

)

(

Nγǫµ
ǫu

6

)−2ǫ/(1+ǫ)
SD

(2π)D
,

(20)

where SD = 2πD/2/Γ(D/2) is the surface of a unit sphere
in D dimensions. See Appendix C for intermediate steps.
Taking the limit ǫ→ 0, we get the result

κN = − 1

6(4π)2
+O(N−1) (21)

of [3], determined also in [19]. We have rederived the
intermediate result (20) of [3] in our conventions since
it turns out to be useful also for computing the large-N
limit of RN .
Now consider rMS(u, 0) as defined by (15) and (16). In

its 1/N -expansion, denote the LO, NLO, etc. contribu-

tions to rMS(u, 0) by r
(0)
MS

(u, 0), r
(1)
MS

(u, 0), etc. The first
two terms on the right hand side of (15) are the only
contributions to rMS(u, r) that are of order N0. Since,
observing (B1), they both vanish in DR as r → 0, we

get r
(k)
MS

(u, 0) ∝ N−k−1, up to logarithmic corrections of

r
(0)
MS

(u, 0) and r
(1)
MS

(u, 0), due to the UV divergence of the
sunset diagram.
In LO, rMS(u, 0) receives contributions from two classes

of diagrams and the counterterm defined in (16). The
first contribution is

r
(0a)
MS

(u, 0) = lim
r→0

[

R ✍✌
✎☞q q +R q qq✗✔✕✖

+R q qq q✗✕ ✔✖+ · · ·
]

= −Nu
2

6ǫ
κ
(0)
N , (22)

with intermediate steps provided in Appendix C.
The computation of the second contribution is even

more closely related to that of κ
(0)
N ,

r
(0b)
MS

(u, 0)

= lim
r→0



R ✖✕
✗✔✞✝ ☎✆q qq +R ✖✕

✗✔
✔
✔

❚
❚q q
q
q +R ✖✕

✗✔
q
qq

q q + · · ·





= −Nu
2

6
κ
(0)
N , (23)
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TABLE II: Numbers of diagrams for RN in low loop orders l.

l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

nl 1 1 2 5 16 62 265 1387 8038

and we arrive at

r
(0a)
MS

(u, 0) + r
(0b)
MS

(u, 0) = −Nu
2

6ǫ
(1 + ǫ)κ

(0)
N

=
πµǫu

3 sin
(

2πǫ
1+ǫ

)

(

Nγǫµ
ǫu

6

)(1−ǫ)/(1+ǫ)
SD

(2π)D
. (24)

Subtracting from this the counterterm in (16) and taking
the limit ǫ→ 0, we obtain

rMS(u, 0) =
Nu2

18(4π)2

(

− ln
Nu

µ̄
+ 1 + 4 ln 2 + ln 3

)

+O(N−2 lnN). (25)

Setting µ̄ = (N + 2)u/12, we arrive at

RN =
1 + 2 ln 2

18(4π)2
+O(N−1), (26)

from which we obtain the exact large-N limit

R∞ =
1 + 2 ln 2

18(4π)2
≈ 8.39521× 10−4. (27)

IV. PERTURBATIVE SERIES FOR RN

The perturbative series corresponding to the loop ex-
pansion (13) of κN (ur) and its resummation with VPT
was discussed before in [11–13]. Note, however, that the
use of N +2 (instead of N as in [11–13]) in the definition
(14) of ur is crucial for defining a perturbative expansion
for κ0(ur).
Here we focus on the perturbative series corresponding

to the loop expansion of RN (ur), defined by (15)–(17).
We have constructed the relevant diagrams through seven
loops using the recursive methods of [20]. The numbers
of diagrams in some low loop orders is listed in Table II
and the diagrams are collected in Table VI. A conve-
nient representation of each diagram for symbolic ma-
nipulations by computer code was defined in [21] and is
listed in Table VII and explained in Appendix D. The
corresponding weights and group factors can be found
in Tables VIII and IX, respectively. The integrals corre-
sponding to the diagrams were computed by Nickel and
Murray and were used for the determination of critical
exponents for N = 0, 1, 2, 3 in [21]. They were communi-
cated to us by Nickel and are listed in Table VIII.
Through six loops, the numerical results for the inte-

grals corresponding to the relevant diagrams were pub-
lished in [22], while the seven-loop results have, to the
best of our knowledge, never been published (except for

the small fraction of diagrams needed for the computa-
tion of κN [12]). We therefore provide the numerical re-
sults for the diagrams through seven loops in Table VIII.
Any subtracted l-loop diagram RDn represents the

product RDn = (−u)lwngnIn, where wn is the combi-
natorial weight of the diagram, gn its group factor from
the O(N) symmetry and In the value of the correspond-
ing integral. The only divergent diagrams have one and
two loops, respectively, and are treated in Sec. II and
in Appendix B. In DR, the one-loop diagram is in fact
convergent.
Consider the case of zero external momentum, which

is all we need for RN . Dimensional analysis reveals that
any l-loop integral In convergent in DR is proportional
to r1−l/2 for D = 3. Therefore, In for any l-loop diagram
with l 6= 2 may be obtained from the r-derivative of In
provided in Table VIII by

In =
r1−l/2

1− l/2

∂In
∂r

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=1

. (28)

We conclude that the contribution from any l-loop inte-
gral with l 6= 2 to RN (ur) is proportional to u

l−2
r . Com-

bining (15)–(17), (B1), and (B7), we obtain

RN (ur) = b′2 lnur +

∞
∑

l=0

blu
l−2
r (29)

with

b0 = N + 2, (30a)

b1 =
N + 2

6(4π)
, (30b)

b2 =
1− 4 ln 6

36(4π)2
, (30c)

b′2 =
1

18(4π)2
. (30d)

The higher-order perturbative coefficients bl with l > 2
have to be computed from the data in Tables VIII and
IX. They are listed in Table III through l = 7 for N =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞.
Note that the coefficients b0 and b1 diverge as N → ∞.

Since they multiply negative powers of ur, this is not
a problem if we take the limit ur → ∞ before letting
N → ∞. This means that the terms involving b0 and
b1 have to be dropped when resumming the perturbative
series for N → ∞, see also the following section.

V. RESUMMATION AND RESULTS

The loop expansions of κN (ur) and RN (ur) suffer from
infrared divergences as r → 0, i.e., as ur → ∞. This
corresponds to the well-known fact that the description
of long-distance physics by perturbation theory breaks
down at second-order phase transitions.
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TABLE III: Perturbative coefficients bl of the expansion (29) from three through seven loops for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞. The
lower-loop coefficients b0, b1, b2, and b′2 are provided in analytical form in Eqs. (30).

N = 0 N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N → ∞

b3 −8.91161 × 10−6 −6.51591 × 10−6 −5.31807 × 10−6 −4.59936 × 10−6 −4.12022 × 10−6 −1.72453 × 10−6

b4 1.49970 × 10−7 8.09764 × 10−8 5.42095 × 10−8 4.06228 × 10−8 3.25956 × 10−8 4.82748 × 10−9

b5 −4.00122 × 10−9 −1.59256 × 10−9 −8.72249 × 10−10 −5.64780 × 10−10 −4.04786 × 10−10 −1.89600 × 10−11

b6 1.35890 × 10−10 3.96903 × 10−11 1.77165 × 10−11 9.87917 × 10−12 6.30620 × 10−12 8.60806 × 10−14

b7 −5.42433 × 10−12 −1.15654 × 10−12 −4.19012 × 10−13 −2.00553 × 10−13 −1.13703 × 10−13 −4.23973 × 10−16

The resummation of κN (ur) through seven loops has
been carried out in [12, 13] for N = 1, 2, 4, giving the
results reported in Table I. We have added results for
N = 0 and N = 3.
Here we carry out the corresponding resummation of

RN (ur), given by the expansion (29). There are two rele-
vant changes as compared to the resummation of κN(ur).
One is the appearance of a logarithm of ur. This turns
out not to be an obstacle and VPT can be carried out as
before. The other is the appearance of negative powers of
ur with nonzero coefficients b0 and b1. These terms van-
ish in the limit ur → ∞ and therefore do not contribute
to RN . However, such terms influence resummation. For
the computation of κN , it was argued in [11–13] that it
is most natural to work with a scheme where such nega-
tive powers are absent, but the same scheme leads to the
nonzero coefficients b0 and b1 in (29). Below, we will in
fact employ the ambiguity of not including one or both
of these negative-power terms in our resummation pro-
cedure to estimate the precision of our result. For large
N , one should drop the coefficients b0 and b1, since they
are the only ones to grow linearly with N and therefore
make the perturbative series unnatural and consequently
resummation with VPT tends not to work well if they
are included.
The interactions cause the phase transition to be sec-

ond order with critical exponents of the O(2) universal-
ity class. The leading class of corrections of a physical
quantity that remains finite in the critical limit are in-
teger powers of tων [18, 23, 24], where t ≡ (T − Tc)/Tc,
ν is the critical exponent of the correlation length, and
ω = β′(g∗) in a renormalization group approach. Since,
in our renormalization scheme, the propagator obeys
G(p = 0) = 1/r ∝ t−γ , the leading corrections are in-

teger powers of u−ω′

r with

ω′ =
2ω

2− η
. (31)

Here we have employed the universal scaling relation
γ = ν(2 − η), where η is the anomalous dimension of
the critical propagator, i.e., G(r = 0) ∝ 1/p2−η in the
small-p limit. If we neglect any other powers, we have

RN (ur) =

∞
∑

m=0

fmu
−mω′

r . (32)

Thus an expansion which correctly describes the leading
corrections to scaling [23] has the form (32) with ω′ from
(31).
The ansatz (32) does not account for so-called conflu-

ent singularities which cause the true large-ur expansion
to also contain other negative powers of ur, which are
subleading at least compared to u−ω′

r . We can expect
methods that can correctly accommodate the leading be-
havior in (32) to converge faster to the true result than
methods having the wrong leading behavior, such as, e.g.,
Padé approximants or the linear delta expansion (LDE;
see [25] for a general criticism of the application of the
LDE in the context of field theory). On the other hand,
convergence will be slowed by the fact that we do not
make an ansatz reflecting the full power structure in ur,
but the expansion (32) will try to mimic the neglected
subleading powers.
The alternating signs of the bl displayed in Table III

suggest that the perturbative series for RN (ur) is Borel
summable. In the context of critical phenomena, such
series have been successfully resummed using Kleinert’s
VPT (see [26–28] and Chapters 5 and 19 of the textbooks
[29] and [18], respectively; improving perturbation the-
ory by a variational principle goes back at least to [30]).
Accurate critical exponents [18, 27, 28] and amplitude
ratios [31] have been obtained. For a truncated partial
sum through uL−2

r of (29), the method requires replacing

ur → tû

{

1 + t

[

(

û

ur

)ω′

− 1

]}−1/ω′

(33)

(note that this is an identity for t = 1), reexpanding the
resulting expression in t through tL−2, setting t = 1, and
then optimizing in û, where optimizing is done in accor-
dance with the principle of minimal sensitivity (PMS)
[32] and in practice means finding appropriate station-
ary or turning points. While to the best of our knowl-
edge, this has so far been done only for powers of ur, the
procedure goes straightforwardly through for the loga-
rithmic term in (29) as well, if ln t is treated as t0 for
the purpose of power counting. Before optimizing, we
may take the limit ur → ∞, since we are only inter-
ested in RN = limur→∞RN (ur). The result is a function

f
(L)
0 (û, ω′), whose value optimized in û is our L-loop VPT

estimate f
(L)
0 for f0 in the expansion (32), i.e., for RN .
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There are different ways of fixing the exponent ω′. One
may take it from other sources, since it is a universal
critical exponent describing the approach to the critical
point. One may selfconsistently determine it by setting to
zero an appropriate logarithmic derivative of the quantity
to be determined [18, 27]. These two approaches have
been followed to determine κN in [11–13]. It turns out,
however, that, for RN , even when including up to seven-
loop perturbative coefficients, these approaches do not

lead to satisfactory plateaus when plotting f
(L)
0 (û, ω′) as

a function of û. However, the existence of such plateaus
that become wider and flatter as the number of involved
perturbative coefficients rises, is an indication that the
PMS criterion works and therefore for the applicability of
VPT to the problem at hand. We have therefore adopted
an alternative approach [25], where ω′ is varied such that
satisfactory plateaus develop. In practice, this means
finding ω′ so that not only the first, but also the second or
third derivative with respect to û vanishes. As a check, it

is mandatory to inspect the resulting plots of f
(L)
0 (û, ω′)

as a function of û for the resulting plateaus.
As mentioned above, the zero- and one-loop contri-

butions to RN (ur) ultimately do not contribute to RN .
However, they influence resummation if only a finite
number of perturbative coefficients are available. We
have used the variance of the results when omitting the
first or the first two orders in (29) to estimate the error of
our estimates. The corresponding estimates for RN as a
function of the number of loops for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞
can be found in Table IV. In Figs. 1,2,3, we plot
these results for N = 1, 2, 4 as a function of the num-
ber of loops together with the corresponding MC data.

3 4 5 6 7

0.00036

0.00038

0.0004

0.00042

L

R1

FIG. 1: R1 from VPT as a function of the number of loops L.
Perturbative coefficients starting at zero loops (long dashes),
one loop (short dashes) and two loops (solid) are used. The
horizontal bar is the MC result including its error bar from
Table V.

We conservatively estimate our mean result at the seven
loop level by taking the average of the most distant of the
three estimates and take their difference as the total error
bar. This results in the values given in Table V, show-
ing agreement with the corresponding MC values. Our
VPT results and the MC data may also be compared to
the large-N result (27). Note that only the differences

TABLE IV: Results from VPT for 104RN for N =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞. The perturbative coefficients involved are blmin

through blmax
in each case. Missing entries indicate that

the PMS criterion does not provide a satisfactory solution
or no solution at all. The data of this table for N = 1, 2, 4
are, together with the corresponding MC data, visualized in
Figs. 1,2,3, respectively.

104RN lmax

N lmin 3 4 5 6 7

0 2.52263 3.23565 2.79559 2.83351 2.83130

0 1 2.40522 3.02281 2.88227 2.88454 2.86700

2 3.19514 2.98071 2.98519 2.93592

0 3.66540 3.98298 3.96602 3.99360 3.99648

1 1 3.56421 4.15265 4.03773 4.03662 4.02549

2 4.33980 4.14986 4.14212 4.09751

0 4.84689 4.74733 4.75283 4.75693

2 1 4.32805 4.87315 4.78025 4.78056 4.77655

2 5.07615 4.90577 4.89084 4.85027

0 5.15826 5.37860 5.28793 5.29284 5.29755

3 1 4.88146 5.37527 5.30106 5.30329 5.30637

2 5.59508 5.44013 5.42087 5.38362

0 5.75103 5.68154 5.68540 5.68979

4 1 5.30578 5.74407 5.68587 5.68850 5.69231

2 5.98154 5.83879 5.81683 5.78226

∞ 2 8.35299 8.39432 8.40716 8.40705

3 4 5 6 7

0.00044

0.00045

0.00046

0.00047

0.00048

0.00049

0.0005

L

R2

FIG. 2: Same as in Fig. 1, but for R2.

between these values are relevant. This is due to the ar-
bitrariness in fixing the scale µ̄ that effectively separates
perturbative from non-perturbative physics and causes a
common arbitrary additive constant to the RN .
We have also applied VPT to the large-N case. As

argued at the end of Sec. IV, we have to drop the one-
and two-loop terms since b0 and b1 diverge as N → ∞.
In Fig. 4, we plot the results using fixed ω′ = 1 (since
ω = 1 and η = 0 in this limit, see, e.g., [18]) and for
the method of tuning ω′ as described above. The second
method has faster apparent convergence than the one
with ω′ = 1. However, it approaches the limiting value
monotonously only for L ≥ 6. This shows the potential
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3 4 5 6 7
0.00053

0.00054

0.00055

0.00056

0.00057

0.00058

0.00059

L

R4

FIG. 3: Same as in Fig. 1, but for R4.

TABLE V: RN for N = 1, 2, 4 from MC simulations, for N =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 from VPT through seven loops, and exact for N →
∞.

N RN from MC RN from VPT

0 — (2.884 ± 0.052) × 10−4

1 (4.071 ± 0.016) × 10−4 [10] (4.047 ± 0.051) × 10−4

2 (4.8003 ± 0.0053) × 10−4 [17] (4.804 ± 0.047) × 10−4

3 — (5.341 ± 0.043) × 10−4

4 (5.690 ± 0.027) × 10−4 [10] (5.736 ± 0.046) × 10−4

∞ (1 + 2 ln 2)/[18(4π)2] ≈ 8.39521 × 10−4

danger of making any extrapolations towards higher loop
orders based on the VPT results through seven loops for
the perturbative results for N <∞.

0 5 10 15 20 25

0.00079

0.0008

0.00081

0.00082

0.00083

0.00084

L

R∞

FIG. 4: Exact result for R∞ (solid line) and perturbative
results resummed with VPT as a function of the number of
loops L. Lower dots: fixed ω′ = 1. Upper dots: ω′ from the
plateau method, described in the main text. For N → ∞, the
perturbative coefficients bl are easy to numerically compute
at any loop order. Through seven loops, they are listed in
Table III, while the corresponding VPT resummed values for
R∞ can be found in Table IV.

Using (10c) and (11c), our VPT results for κ2 given in

Table I and for R2 given in Table V translate into

c̄′′2 = 74.6± 2.3, (34a)

c̆′′2 = −155.0± 0.7, (34b)

which should be compared to the MC results [7, 8]

c̄′′2 = 75.7± 0.4, (35a)

c̆′′2 = −155.0± 0.1, (35b)

following from the MC data for κ2 and R2 given in Ta-
bles I and V, respectively.

Recently, an earlier attempt [33] to compute c̄′′2 using
the LDE has been improved by using a generalization of
the LDE that involves more free parameters [34]. These
seem, however, to be introduced in a somewhat ad hoc
manner, which makes it difficult to assess the validity of
the method. Also, there is a small disagreement between
our perturbative coefficients and those used there [35].
The results at five-loop order, the highest order consid-
ered for c̄′′2 in [34], lie between 73.5 and 79.3 and are
therefore in good agreement with the MC data and our
VPT results.

VI. SUMMARY

We have applied VPT through seven loops to the com-
putation of two non-perturbative non-universal quanti-
ties κN and RN of critical O(N) symmetric φ4 theory
for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The results for κN and RN are listed
in Tables I and V, respectively. While for κN this was
just an extension of earlier work [11–13] to N = 0, 3, the
computation of RN with VPT is new. Our results are
in agreement with the apparently most reliable other re-
sults available obtained by MC simulations [10, 17]. For
comparison, the MC results are also listed in Tables I and
V. They are available only for N = 1, 2, 4, though.

In Tables VIII and IX, we provide all perturbative in-
put data that allow for an extension of our results to
other N , for checks of the input data and for other uses
of these data. E.g., they have been used before to com-
pute critical exponents for N = 0, 1, 2, 3 [21]. The data,
provided to us by Nickel, have, to the best of our knowl-
edge, not previously been published.

In a computation similar to the one that lead to the
large-N limit κ∞ [3], we have computed the exact large-
N limit R∞. The result is given in (27).

Employing the findings of [7, 8], our values κ2 and R2

may be translated into the coefficients c̄′′2 and c̆′′2 of the
second-order shifts (2) and (6) of the BEC temperature
for dilute homogenous and trapped Bose gases, respec-
tively. This leads to the values in (34), which are in good
agreement with the presumably most reliable other re-
sults (35) [7, 8], which follow from the MC data of [17]
listed in Tables I and V.
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APPENDIX A: PERTURBATIVE QUANTITIES

CONTRIBUTING TO c̄′′2 AND c̆′′2

The perturbative constants needed in (10c) and (11c)
are given by [8]

K1 =
1

4π

∫ 1

0

dt

t

[

Li1/2(t)
2 − πt

1− t

]

≈ −0.6305682, (A1)

K2 =
1

4π

∫ 1

0

ds

s

∫ 1

0

dt

t

{

Li1/2(s)Li1/2(t)Li−1/2(st)−
√
π

2
st(1 − st)−3/2

[√

π

1− s
+ ζ(12 )

] [√

π

1− t
+ ζ(12 )

]}

≈ −0.135083, (A2)

and [7]

C2 =
5

2
c̆21 +

4

3ζ(3)

[

ζ(32 )
2 + 2ζ(32 )

∞
∑

i,j=1

(i+ j)1/2 − i1/2 − j1/2

i3/2j3/2

− 2

∞
∑

i,j,k=1

1

(ij)3/2k1/2

(

1

(i+j+k)1/2
+

ij

(i+k)(j+k)(i+j+k)1/2
− 1

k1/2

)]

≈ 21.4 (A3)

with c̆1 from (11a).

APPENDIX B: PERTURBATIVE ONE- AND

TWO-LOOP DIAGRAMS

Here we compute the first two diagrams in (15). The
one-loop diagram in (15), called 2-M1 in Table VI, is
finite in DR for D → 3. With the integration measure
∫

p
≡ µǫ

∫

dDp/(2π)D with D = 3− ǫ, it is given by

R ❦q = ❦q =
N + 2

6
(−u)

∫

p

1

p2 + r

= −N + 2

6

µǫuΓ( ǫ2 − 1
2 )

(4π)(3−ǫ)/2rǫ/2−1/2

=
(N + 2)u

√
r

6(4π)
+O(ǫ). (B1)

The second, “sunset,” diagram in (15), called 3-S2 in
Table VI, is the only diagram we need that is UV diver-
gent in DR for D → 3. At zero external momentum it is

given by

R ✍✌
✎☞q q = ✍✌

✎☞q q

=
N + 2

18
(−u)2

∫

pq

1

(p2 + r)(q2 + r)[(p + q)2 + r]

=
(N + 2)u2

18
(Ia2−1 + Ib2−1), (B2)

where

Ia2−1 =

∫

pq

1

p2(q2 + r)[(p+ q)2 + r]
(B3)

is divergent as D → 3 and will be computed in DR, and

Ib2−1 = −r
∫

pq

1

p2(p2 + r)(q2 + r)[(p+ q)2 + r]
(B4)

is convergent for D = 3. For the computation of both
Ia2−1 and Ib2−1 it is useful to introduce Feynman param-
eters. Ia2−1 can easily be computed in closed form in
arbitrary dimension,

Ia2−1 = − 1

(4π)3

(

r

4πµ2

)−ǫ Γ( ǫ+1
2 )Γ( ǫ−1

2 )

ǫ

=
1

2(4π)2

[

1

ǫ
− ln

r

µ̄2
− 2 ln 2 + 1 +O(ǫ)

]

, (B5)
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where µ̄ is defined by 4πµ2 = eγE µ̄2 and the use of µ̄
instead of µ amounts by definition to working in MS in-
stead of minimal subtraction (MS). Ib2−1 is evaluated for
D = 3 with the result

Ib2−1 = − r

(2π)3

∫ ∞

0

dp
arctan p

2
√
r

p(p2 + r)
=

1

(4π)2
ln

2

3
. (B6)

Adding (B5) and (B6), we get

R ✍✌
✎☞q q =

(N + 2)u2

36(4π)2

[

1

ǫ
− ln

r

µ̄2
− 2 ln 3 + 1 +O(ǫ)

]

.

(B7)

APPENDIX C: LARGE-N EXPANSION

Here we fill in the intermediate steps in deriving the
results (20) and (22). The diagrams in (20) represent a
geometric series, such that

κ
(0)
N =

Nu

18

∫

k

[

∆′(k)− 1

k2

∫

p

1

p4

]

∆(k)

1 + Nu
6 ∆(k)

=
1

3

∫

k

∆′(k)

1 +
[

Nu
6 ∆(k)

]−1 , (C1)

where

∆(k) ≡
∫

p

1

(k + p)2p2
=
γǫµ

ǫ

k1+ǫ
(C2)

and

∆′(k) ≡
∫

p

1

(k + p)2p4
=
ǫγǫµ

ǫ

k3+ǫ
(C3)

with

γǫ =
Γ(12 − ǫ

2 )
2Γ(12 + ǫ

2 )

(4π)(3−ǫ)/2Γ(1− ǫ)
, (C4)

as can easily be shown, e.g. using Feynman parameters.
In (C1) we have used that the second term in the square
brackets does not contribute, since in DR the integral
over an arbitrary power s of p vanishes,

∫

p

ps = 0. (C5)

Changing the integration variable according to

k →
(

Nγǫµ
ǫu

6

)1/(1+ǫ)

k (C6)

gives

κ
(0)
N =

ǫγǫµ
ǫ

3

(

Nγǫµ
ǫu

6

)−2ǫ/(1+ǫ) ∫

k

1

k3+ǫ(1 + k1+ǫ)
.

(C7)

Together with the identity

∫ ∞

0

dk
ka

1 + kb
=

π

b sin (1+a)π
b

, (C8)

this leads immediately to the result (20).
The diagrams in (22) also represent a geometric series,

such that

r
(0a)
MS

(u, 0) =
N(−u)2

18

∫

k

∆(k)

k2
[

1 + Nu
6 ∆(k)

]

=
u

3

∫

k

1

k2
{

1 +
[

Nu
6 ∆(k)

]−1
}

=
u

3

(

Nγǫµ
ǫu

6

)(1−ǫ)/(1+ǫ) ∫

k

1

k2(1 + k1+ǫ)
. (C9)

In the last step, we have changed the integration variable
according to (C6). Due to (C5), we have

∫

k

1

k2(1 + k1+ǫ)
= −

∫

k

1

k3+ǫ(1 + k1+ǫ)
(C10)

and therefore, comparison with (C7) leads to (22).

APPENDIX D: SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION

OF DIAGRAMS

In Table VII, we provide the representation of dia-
grams as defined in [36]. While the pictorial representa-
tion of Table VI is best for inspection by the human eye,
the representation given in Table VII is useful for the
symbolic manipulation of diagrams by computer code.
Here we explain the rules for this representation along
the lines of [36].
Label the n vertices of a diagram by integers 0 through

n− 1 and construct the sequence

/vertices connected to 0/ vertices connected to
1 excluding 0/ vertices connected to 2 exclud-
ing 0, 1/. . . /vertices connected tom excluding
0, 1, . . . ,m−1/. . . /vertices connected to n−1
excluding 0, 1, . . . , n− 2/

(D1)

External lines are regarded as terminating on a vertex la-
beled E and are included in (D1). By convention, any line
connecting a vertex to itself is listed only once. To any
allowed sequence (D1) corresponds only one diagram, but
to make the sequence unique requires additional rules.
Since the diagrams in which we are interested here have

only vertices with four legs, it turns out that the slashes
may be omitted from (D1) and that the labels E may
be replaced by zeros without compromising the unique-
ness of the diagram. If nmax is the maximal number of
vertices in any diagram to be considered, choose this as
the radix of the integers labeling the vertices in every
diagram. Assuming this has been done, we apply the
following rules.
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1. When listing from left to right the vertices con-
nected to any one particular vertex, list E, if
present, first and then the remaining integers in
ascending order. Apply this rule to all vertices in
turn; the resulting sequence is a unique description
for the particular vertex labeling assigned to the
diagram under consideration.

2. Form these unique sequences for all n! relabelings
of the true vertices of the diagram.

3. Interprete each resulting sequence as a number and

choose that sequence from step 2 that results in the
smallest number as the unique descriptor for the
diagram under consideration.

For better readability, the virtual vertex collecting the
external lines may now be labeled by E again and the
slashes may be reinstated, so that the format (D1) is
recovered. As noted in [36], this is essentially the algo-
rithm given by Nagle [37]. The diagrams in Tables VI,
VII, and VIII are ordered by the numbers that result in
step 3 above.

TABLE VI: Diagrams through seven loops A suitable representation
for processing by computer code as defined in [36] may be found in
Table VII. We do not provide a graphical representation of the zero-
loop term k2 + r, called 1-S0 in Table VII.

2-M1 3-S2 4-M3 5-S3 6-M4 7-S4 8-S4 9-S4 10-S4

11-M5 12-M5 13-M5 14-M5 15-M5 16-S5 17-S5 18-S5 19-S5 20-S5

21-S5 22-S5 23-S5 24-S5 25-S5 26-S5 27-M6 28-M6 29-M6 30-M6

31-M6 32-M6 33-M6 34-M6 35-M6 36-M6 37-M6 38-M6 39-S6 40-S6

41-S6 42-S6 43-S6 44-S6 45-S6 46-S6 47-S6 48-S6 49-S6 50-S6

51-S6 52-S6 53-S6 54-S6 55-S6 56-S6 57-S6 58-S6 59-S6 60-S6

61-S6 62-S6 63-S6 64-S6 65-S6 66-S6 67-S6 68-S6 69-S6 70-S6

71-S6 72-S6 73-S6 74-S6 75-S6 76-S6 77-S6 78-S6 79-S6 80-S6
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81-S6 82-S6 83-S6 84-S6 85-S6 86-S6 87-S6 88-S6 89-M7 90-M7

91-M7 92-M7 93-M7 94-M7 95-M7 96-M7 97-M7 98-M7 99-M7 100-M7

101-M7 102-M7 103-M7 104-M7 105-M7 106-M7 107-M7 108-M7 109-M7 110-M7

111-M7 112-M7 113-M7 114-M7 115-M7 116-M7 117-M7 118-M7 119-M7 120-M7

121-M7 122-M7 123-M7 124-M7 125-M7 126-M7 127-M7 128-M7 129-M7 130-M7

131-M7 132-M7 133-M7 134-M7 135-M7 136-M7 137-M7 138-M7 139-M7 140-M7

141-M7 142-M7 143-M7 144-M7 145-S7 146-S7 147-S7 148-S7 149-S7 150-S7

151-S7 152-S7 153-S7 154-S7 155-S7 156-S7 157-S7 158-S7 159-S7 160-S7

161-S7 162-S7 163-S7 164-S7 165-S7 166-S7 167-S7 168-S7 169-S7 170-S7

171-S7 172-S7 173-S7 174-S7 175-S7 176-S7 177-S7 178-S7 179-S7 180-S7

181-S7 182-S7 183-S7 184-S7 185-S7 186-S7 187-S7 188-S7 189-S7 190-S7

191-S7 192-S7 193-S7 194-S7 195-S7 196-S7 197-S7 198-S7 199-S7 200-S7
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201-S7 202-S7 203-S7 204-S7 205-S7 206-S7 207-S7 208-S7 209-S7 210-S7

211-S7 212-S7 213-S7 214-S7 215-S7 216-S7 217-S7 218-S7 219-S7 220-S7

221-S7 222-S7 223-S7 224-S7 225-S7 226-S7 227-S7 228-S7 229-S7 230-S7

231-S7 232-S7 233-S7 234-S7 235-S7 236-S7 237-S7 238-S7 239-S7 240-S7

241-S7 242-S7 243-S7 244-S7 245-S7 246-S7 247-S7 248-S7 249-S7 250-S7

251-S7 252-S7 253-S7 254-S7 255-S7 256-S7 257-S7 258-S7 259-S7 260-S7

261-S7 262-S7 263-S7 264-S7 265-S7 266-S7 267-S7 268-S7 269-S7 270-S7

271-S7 272-S7 273-S7 274-S7 275-S7 276-S7 277-S7 278-S7 279-S7 280-S7

281-S7 282-S7 283-S7 284-S7 285-S7 286-S7 287-S7 288-S7 289-S7 290-S7

291-S7 292-S7 293-S7 294-S7 295-S7 296-S7 297-S7 298-S7 299-S7 300-S7

301-S7 302-S7 303-S7 304-S7 305-S7 306-S7 307-S7 308-S7 309-S7 310-S7

311-S7 312-S7 313-S7 314-S7 315-S7 316-S7 317-S7 318-S7 319-S7 320-S7
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321-S7 322-S7 323-S7 324-S7 325-S7 326-S7 327-S7 328-S7 329-S7 330-S7

331-S7 332-S7 333-S7 334-S7 335-S7 336-S7 337-S7 338-S7 339-S7 340-S7

341-S7 342-S7 343-S7 344-S7 345-S7 346-S7 347-S7 348-S7 349-S7 350-S7

351-S7 352-S7 353-S7

TABLE VII: Suitable representation of diagrams for processing by com-
puter code according to [36]. Explanations are given in Appendix D.

diagram code diagram code diagram code
1-S0 // 119-M7 /EE12/334/335//566/66// 237-S7 /E112/34/E56/455/66/6//
2-M1 /EE0/ 120-M7 /EE12/334/344/5/6/666// 238-S7 /E112/34/E56/456/56/6//
3-S2 /E111/E/ 121-M7 /EE12/334/345/4/6/666// 239-S7 /E112/34/E56/555/666///
4-M3 /EE12/222// 122-M7 /EE12/334/345/5/66/66// 240-S7 /E112/34/E56/556/566///
5-S3 /E112/22/E/ 123-M7 /EE12/334/345/6/56/66// 241-S7 /E112/34/334/5/E6/666//
6-M4 /EE12/233/33// 124-M7 /EE12/334/355/4/66/66// 242-S7 /E112/34/335/E/566/66//
7-S4 /E112/E3/333// 125-M7 /EE12/334/355/5/666/6// 243-S7 /E112/34/335/4/E6/666//
8-S4 /E112/23/33/E/ 126-M7 /EE12/334/355/6/566/6// 244-S7 /E112/34/335/5/666/E6//
9-S4 /E112/33/E33// 127-M7 /EE12/334/356/4/56/66// 245-S7 /E112/34/335/6/E56/66//

10-S4 /E123/E23/33// 128-M7 /EE12/334/356/5/566/6// 246-S7 /E112/34/335/6/556/6/E/
11-M5 /EE12/223/4/444// 129-M7 /EE12/334/455/46/6/66// 247-S7 /E112/34/335/6/566/E6//
12-M5 /EE12/233/44/44// 130-M7 /EE12/334/455/56/66/6// 248-S7 /E112/34/345/E4/6/666//
13-M5 /EE12/234/34/44// 131-M7 /EE12/334/456/45/6/66// 249-S7 /E112/34/345/E5/66/66//
14-M5 /EE12/333/444/4// 132-M7 /EE12/334/456/55/66/6// 250-S7 /E112/34/345/E6/56/66//
15-M5 /EE12/334/344/4// 133-M7 /EE12/334/456/56/56/6// 251-S7 /E112/34/345/45/6/66/E/
16-S5 /E112/E3/344/44// 134-M7 /EE12/334/556/44/6/66// 252-S7 /E112/34/345/46/6/E66//
17-S5 /E112/23/E4/444// 135-M7 /EE12/334/556/45/66/6// 253-S7 /E112/34/345/55/66/6/E/
18-S5 /E112/23/34/44/E/ 136-M7 /EE12/334/556/46/56/6// 254-S7 /E112/34/345/56/56/6/E/
19-S5 /E112/23/44/E44// 137-M7 /EE12/334/556/55/666/// 255-S7 /E112/34/345/56/66/E6//
20-S5 /E112/33/E44/44// 138-M7 /EE12/334/556/56/566/// 256-S7 /E112/34/355/E4/66/66//
21-S5 /E112/33/444/E4// 139-M7 /EE12/334/556/66/556/// 257-S7 /E112/34/355/E5/666/6//
22-S5 /E112/34/E34/44// 140-M7 /EE12/345/345/46/6/66// 258-S7 /E112/34/355/E6/566/6//
23-S5 /E112/34/334/4/E/ 141-M7 /EE12/345/346/44//666// 259-S7 /E112/34/355/45/66/6/E/
24-S5 /E123/E23/44/44// 142-M7 /EE12/345/346/45/6/66// 260-S7 /E112/34/355/46/E6/66//
25-S5 /E123/E24/34/44// 143-M7 /EE12/345/346/55/66/6// 261-S7 /E112/34/355/46/56/6/E/
26-S5 /E123/234/34/4/E/ 144-M7 /EE12/345/346/56/56/6// 262-S7 /E112/34/355/46/66/E6//
27-M6 /EE12/223/4/455/55// 145-S7 /E112/E3/334/5/566/66// 263-S7 /E112/34/355/66/E56/6//
28-M6 /EE12/233/34/5/555// 146-S7 /E112/E3/344/45/6/666// 264-S7 /E112/34/355/66/556//E/
29-M6 /EE12/233/44/55/55// 147-S7 /E112/E3/344/55/66/66// 265-S7 /E112/34/355/66/566/E//
30-M6 /EE12/233/45/45/55// 148-S7 /E112/E3/344/56/56/66// 266-S7 /E112/34/356/E4/56/66//
31-M6 /EE12/234/34/55/55// 149-S7 /E112/E3/345/45/66/66// 267-S7 /E112/34/356/E5/566/6//
32-M6 /EE12/234/35/45/55// 150-S7 /E112/E3/345/46/56/66// 268-S7 /E112/34/356/45/E6/66//
33-M6 /EE12/333/445/5/55// 151-S7 /E112/E3/444/556/6/66// 269-S7 /E112/34/356/45/56/6/E/
34-M6 /EE12/334/335//555// 152-S7 /E112/E3/445/446//666// 270-S7 /E112/34/356/45/66/E6//
35-M6 /EE12/334/345/5/55// 153-S7 /E112/E3/445/456/6/66// 271-S7 /E112/34/356/55/E66/6//
36-M6 /EE12/334/355/4/55// 154-S7 /E112/E3/445/466/5/66// 272-S7 /E112/34/356/55/566//E/
37-M6 /EE12/334/455/45/5// 155-S7 /E112/E3/445/566/56/6// 273-S7 /E112/34/356/56/E56/6//
38-M6 /EE12/345/345/45/5// 156-S7 /E112/E3/456/456/56/6// 274-S7 /E112/34/356/56/556//E/
39-S6 /E112/E3/334/5/555// 157-S7 /E112/23/E4/445/6/666// 275-S7 /E112/34/555/E46/66/6//
40-S6 /E112/E3/344/55/55// 158-S7 /E112/23/E4/455/66/66// 276-S7 /E112/34/555/E56/666///
41-S6 /E112/E3/345/45/55// 159-S7 /E112/23/E4/456/56/66// 277-S7 /E112/34/555/446/6/6/E/
42-S6 /E112/E3/444/555/5// 160-S7 /E112/23/E4/555/666/6// 278-S7 /E112/34/556/E45/66/6//
43-S6 /E112/E3/445/455/5// 161-S7 /E112/23/E4/556/566/6// 279-S7 /E112/34/556/E46/56/6//
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44-S6 /E112/23/E4/455/55// 162-S7 /E112/23/34/E5/566/66// 280-S7 /E112/34/556/E56/566///
45-S6 /E112/23/34/E5/555// 163-S7 /E112/23/34/45/E6/666// 281-S7 /E112/34/556/445/6/6/E/
46-S6 /E112/23/34/45/55/E/ 164-S7 /E112/23/34/45/56/66/E/ 282-S7 /E112/34/556/455/66//E/
47-S6 /E112/23/34/55/E55// 165-S7 /E112/23/34/45/66/E66// 283-S7 /E112/34/556/456/56//E/
48-S6 /E112/23/44/E55/55// 166-S7 /E112/23/34/55/E66/66// 284-S7 /E123/E23/34/5/566/66//
49-S6 /E112/23/44/455/5/E/ 167-S7 /E112/23/34/55/566/6/E/ 285-S7 /E123/E23/44/45/6/666//
50-S6 /E112/23/44/555/E5// 168-S7 /E112/23/34/55/666/E6// 286-S7 /E123/E23/44/55/66/66//
51-S6 /E112/23/45/E45/55// 169-S7 /E112/23/34/56/E56/66// 287-S7 /E123/E23/44/56/56/66//
52-S6 /E112/23/45/445/5/E/ 170-S7 /E112/23/34/56/556/6/E/ 288-S7 /E123/E23/45/45/66/66//
53-S6 /E112/33/E34/5/555// 171-S7 /E112/23/44/E45/6/666// 289-S7 /E123/E23/45/46/56/66//
54-S6 /E112/33/E44/55/55// 172-S7 /E112/23/44/E55/66/66// 290-S7 /E123/E24/33/5/566/66//
55-S6 /E112/33/E45/45/55// 173-S7 /E112/23/44/E56/56/66// 291-S7 /E123/E24/34/45/6/666//
56-S6 /E112/33/344/5/55/E/ 174-S7 /E112/23/44/455/6/66/E/ 292-S7 /E123/E24/34/55/66/66//
57-S6 /E112/33/444/55/5/E/ 175-S7 /E112/23/44/555/66/6/E/ 293-S7 /E123/E24/34/56/56/66//
58-S6 /E112/33/445/E5/55// 176-S7 /E112/23/44/556/E6/66// 294-S7 /E123/E24/35/44/6/666//
59-S6 /E112/33/445/45/5/E/ 177-S7 /E112/23/44/556/56/6/E/ 295-S7 /E123/E24/35/45/66/66//
60-S6 /E112/34/E33/5/555// 178-S7 /E112/23/44/556/66/E6// 296-S7 /E123/E24/35/46/56/66//
61-S6 /E112/34/E34/55/55// 179-S7 /E112/23/45/E44/6/666// 297-S7 /E123/E24/35/55/666/6//
62-S6 /E112/34/E35/45/55// 180-S7 /E112/23/45/E45/66/66// 298-S7 /E123/E24/35/56/566/6//
63-S6 /E112/34/E55/445/5// 181-S7 /E112/23/45/E46/56/66// 299-S7 /E123/E24/35/66/556/6//
64-S6 /E112/34/334/5/55/E/ 182-S7 /E112/23/45/E66/556/6// 300-S7 /E123/E24/55/446/6/66//
65-S6 /E112/34/335/E/555// 183-S7 /E112/23/45/445/6/66/E/ 301-S7 /E123/E24/55/456/66/6//
66-S6 /E112/34/335/4/55/E/ 184-S7 /E112/23/45/446/E/666// 302-S7 /E123/E24/55/556/666///
67-S6 /E112/34/335/5/E55// 185-S7 /E112/23/45/446/5/66/E/ 303-S7 /E123/E24/55/566/566///
68-S6 /E112/34/345/E5/55// 186-S7 /E112/23/45/446/6/E66// 304-S7 /E123/E24/56/445/6/66//
69-S6 /E112/34/345/45/5/E/ 187-S7 /E112/23/45/456/E6/66// 305-S7 /E123/E24/56/455/66/6//
70-S6 /E112/34/355/E4/55// 188-S7 /E112/23/45/456/56/6/E/ 306-S7 /E123/E24/56/456/56/6//
71-S6 /E112/34/355/45/E5// 189-S7 /E112/23/45/466/E5/66// 307-S7 /E123/E24/56/555/666///
72-S6 /E123/E23/34/5/555// 190-S7 /E112/23/45/466/55/6/E/ 308-S7 /E123/E24/56/556/566///
73-S6 /E123/E23/44/55/55// 191-S7 /E112/23/45/466/56/E6// 309-S7 /E123/E45/334/4/6/666//
74-S6 /E123/E23/45/45/55// 192-S7 /E112/23/45/666/E55/6// 310-S7 /E123/E45/334/5/66/66//
75-S6 /E123/E24/33/5/555// 193-S7 /E112/33/E34/5/566/66// 311-S7 /E123/E45/334/6/56/66//
76-S6 /E123/E24/34/55/55// 194-S7 /E112/33/E44/45/6/666// 312-S7 /E123/E45/336/6/556/6//
77-S6 /E123/E24/35/45/55// 195-S7 /E112/33/E44/55/66/66// 313-S7 /E123/E45/344/46//666//
78-S6 /E123/E24/55/445/5// 196-S7 /E112/33/E44/56/56/66// 314-S7 /E123/E45/344/56/6/66//
79-S6 /E123/E45/334/5/55// 197-S7 /E112/33/E45/44/6/666// 315-S7 /E123/E45/344/66/5/66//
80-S6 /E123/E45/344/55/5// 198-S7 /E112/33/E45/45/66/66// 316-S7 /E123/E45/345/46/6/66//
81-S6 /E123/E45/345/45/5// 199-S7 /E112/33/E45/46/56/66// 317-S7 /E123/E45/345/66/56/6//
82-S6 /E123/E45/444/555/// 200-S7 /E112/33/E45/66/556/6// 318-S7 /E123/E45/346/56/56/6//
83-S6 /E123/E45/445/455/// 201-S7 /E112/33/344/5/E6/666// 319-S7 /E123/E45/444/566//66//
84-S6 /E123/224/4/555/E5// 202-S7 /E112/33/344/5/66/E66// 320-S7 /E123/E45/445/466//66//
85-S6 /E123/224/5/445/5/E/ 203-S7 /E112/33/345/4/E6/666// 321-S7 /E123/E45/445/566/6/6//
86-S6 /E123/234/45/45/5/E/ 204-S7 /E112/33/345/4/66/E66// 322-S7 /E123/E45/446/556/6/6//
87-S6 /E123/234/45/55/E5// 205-S7 /E112/33/345/6/E56/66// 323-S7 /E123/E45/456/456/6/6//
88-S6 /E123/245/45/445//E/ 206-S7 /E112/33/345/6/556/6/E/ 324-S7 /E123/223/4/45/E6/666//
89-M7 /EE12/223/4/445/6/666// 207-S7 /E112/33/444/E5/6/666// 325-S7 /E123/223/4/56/E56/66//
90-M7 /EE12/223/4/455/66/66// 208-S7 /E112/33/444/55/6/66/E/ 326-S7 /E123/223/4/56/556/6/E/
91-M7 /EE12/223/4/456/56/66// 209-S7 /E112/33/445/E4/6/666// 327-S7 /E123/224/4/556/E6/66//
92-M7 /EE12/223/4/555/666/6// 210-S7 /E112/33/445/E5/66/66// 328-S7 /E123/224/5/456/E6/66//
93-M7 /EE12/223/4/556/566/6// 211-S7 /E112/33/445/E6/56/66// 329-S7 /E123/224/5/456/56/6/E/
94-M7 /EE12/233/34/5/566/66// 212-S7 /E112/33/445/45/6/66/E/ 330-S7 /E123/224/5/466/E5/66//
95-M7 /EE12/233/44/45/6/666// 213-S7 /E112/33/445/46/E/666// 331-S7 /E123/224/5/466/56/E6//
96-M7 /EE12/233/44/55/66/66// 214-S7 /E112/33/445/46/5/66/E/ 332-S7 /E123/234/34/5/E6/666//
97-M7 /EE12/233/44/56/56/66// 215-S7 /E112/33/445/46/6/E66// 333-S7 /E123/234/45/46/E/666//
98-M7 /EE12/233/45/44/6/666// 216-S7 /E112/33/445/56/E6/66// 334-S7 /E123/234/45/56/E6/66//
99-M7 /EE12/233/45/45/66/66// 217-S7 /E112/33/445/56/56/6/E/ 335-S7 /E123/234/45/56/56/6/E/
100-M7 /EE12/233/45/46/56/66// 218-S7 /E112/33/445/56/66/E6// 336-S7 /E123/234/45/56/66/E6//
101-M7 /EE12/233/45/66/556/6// 219-S7 /E112/33/445/66/55/6/E/ 337-S7 /E123/234/45/66/E5/66//
102-M7 /EE12/234/34/45/6/666// 220-S7 /E112/33/445/66/56/E6// 338-S7 /E123/234/45/66/56/E6//
103-M7 /EE12/234/34/55/66/66// 221-S7 /E112/33/456/E4/56/66// 339-S7 /E123/234/55/66/E56/6//
104-M7 /EE12/234/34/56/56/66// 222-S7 /E112/33/456/45/E6/66// 340-S7 /E123/234/56/56/E56/6//
105-M7 /EE12/234/35/44/6/666// 223-S7 /E112/33/456/45/56/6/E/ 341-S7 /E123/234/56/56/556//E/
106-M7 /EE12/234/35/45/66/66// 224-S7 /E112/34/E33/5/566/66// 342-S7 /E123/244/45/666/5/E6//
107-M7 /EE12/234/35/46/56/66// 225-S7 /E112/34/E34/45/6/666// 343-S7 /E123/244/56/455/6/6/E/
108-M7 /EE12/234/35/66/556/6// 226-S7 /E112/34/E34/55/66/66// 344-S7 /E123/244/56/556/56//E/
109-M7 /EE12/234/56/445/6/66// 227-S7 /E112/34/E34/56/56/66// 345-S7 /E123/245/45/466/E/66//
110-M7 /EE12/234/56/455/66/6// 228-S7 /E112/34/E35/44/6/666// 346-S7 /E123/245/45/466/6/E6//
111-M7 /EE12/234/56/456/56/6// 229-S7 /E112/34/E35/45/66/66// 347-S7 /E123/245/46/455/6/6/E/
112-M7 /EE12/234/56/555/666/// 230-S7 /E112/34/E35/46/56/66// 348-S7 /E123/245/46/456/E/66//
113-M7 /EE12/234/56/556/566/// 231-S7 /E112/34/E35/55/666/6// 349-S7 /E123/245/46/456/5/6/E/
114-M7 /EE12/333/444/5/6/666// 232-S7 /E112/34/E35/56/566/6// 350-S7 /E123/245/46/556/56//E/
115-M7 /EE12/333/445/4/6/666// 233-S7 /E112/34/E35/66/556/6// 351-S7 /E123/444/556/556/6//E/
116-M7 /EE12/333/445/5/66/66// 234-S7 /E112/34/E55/456/66/6// 352-S7 /E123/445/456/566/6/E//
117-M7 /EE12/333/445/6/56/66// 235-S7 /E112/34/E55/566/566/// 353-S7 /E123/456/456/456/E/6//
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118-M7 /EE12/333/456/4/56/66// 236-S7 /E112/34/E56/445/6/66//

TABLE VIII: Weights wn, group factors gn and numerical results for
diagrams through seven loops (∗ = probable error in the final digit;
∗∗ = probable error in the two final digits; () = estimated statistical
error in final digits). The explicit group factors are listed in Table IX.
The numerical data were provided by B. Nickel and have only partially
been checked by the author. The numbering proceeds according to [36].
Since the momentum derivatives have not been published before, we also
provide them here, although they are not needed for the purposes of this
work. The numerical values are taken at r = 1 and k = 0, and l is the
number of loops of the corresponding diagram, indicated by the last digit
of the diagram name n.

n wn gn −(8π)l
∂In
∂r

−(8π)l
∂In
∂k2

n wn gn −(8π)l
∂In
∂r

−(8π)l
∂In
∂k2

1-S0 1 1 −1.000000000000 −1.000000000000 178-S7 1/16 g46 1.112198567717 0.059426697530
2-M1 1/2 g1 1.000000000000 0 179-S7 1/12 g15 −0.099385135580 −0.003196017365
3-S2 1/6 g1 2.000000000000 0.074074074074 180-S7 1/8 g47 0.613041462344 0.025955207773
4-M3 1/12 g2 −0.575364144904 0 181-S7 1/2 g44 0.477782071483 0.020153442432
5-S3 1/4 g3 2.053735627745 0.094651431944 182-S7 1/8 g46 0.822000194835 0.039293990833
6-M4 1/8 g4 −0.817603121794 0 183-S7 1/4 g41 0.62652529607 0.03117089736
7-S4 1/12 g2 −0.296452722985 −0.003098338156 184-S7 1/12 g16 −0.088398198119 −0.002799922292
8-S4 1/4 g5 1.723490549736 0.086595023215 185-S7 1/4 g48 0.633014398591 0.031431108546
9-S4 1/8 g6 2.065719357141 0.101317290347 186-S7 1/4 g44 0.69594974685 0.03412961347

10-S4 1/4 g5 1.240596097829 0.050040931841 187-S7 1/2 g41 0.44224379962 0.01909934773
11-M5 1/24 g7 0.063289032026 0 188-S7 1/2 g49 0.2738240559∗∗ 0.0117842659∗

12-M5 1/16 g8 −0.950830436253 0 189-S7 1/4 g42 0.587039378427 0.025512006666
13-M5 1/8 g9 −0.522389299127 0 190-S7 1/4 g50 0.71485758848 0.03528193562
14-M5 1/72 g7 0.034976834929 0 191-S7 1/2 g41 0.45315198278 0.01965173249
15-M5 1/8 g9 −0.810810317465 0 192-S7 1/24 g16 −0.091382042321 −0.002633887708
16-S5 1/8 g4 −0.432936983596 −0.003699002180 193-S7 1/8 g40 −0.200696579093 −0.004500005469
17-S5 1/6 g4 −0.184366712188 −0.003701938896 194-S7 1/24 g14 −0.128843563571 −0.003942067525
18-S5 1/4 g10 1.280344835327 0.067020792129 195-S7 1/64 g51 2.024860402022 0.099350544942
19-S5 1/4 g11 1.608449036612 0.083298877665 196-S7 1/16 g45 1.106144793719 0.050277183440
20-S5 1/16 g12 2.059638006775 0.102643784933 197-S7 1/24 g14 −0.128843563571 −0.003942067525
21-S5 1/24 g4 −0.213590327764 −0.003731682713 198-S7 1/16 g52 0.815707802129 0.032877730545
22-S5 1/4 g11 1.177687787771 0.051418670702 199-S7 1/4 g43 0.635702829750 0.025518064643
23-S5 1/2 g10 1.093576383486 0.049451372165 200-S7 1/16 g45 1.106144793719 0.050277183440
24-S5 1/8 g11 0.944371175125 0.032955416087 201-S7 1/24 g15 −0.113126023891 −0.003290535327
25-S5 1/2 g10 0.734587686279 0.025567072553 202-S7 1/16 g52 1.342508904936 0.071390284829
26-S5 1/6 g5 0.47723573065∗ 0.01715756028 203-S7 1/12 g15 −0.096261106599 −0.003155179167
27-M6 1/16 g13 0.092703296625 0 204-S7 1/16 g53 0.942042143809 0.050485695523
28-M6 1/12 g13 0.062064397151 0 205-S7 1/4 g42 0.664812550858 0.032801749909
29-M6 1/32 g14 −1.032433915322 0 206-S7 1/8 g47 0.746247163126 0.036654897006
30-M6 1/8 g15 −0.558960605344 0 207-S7 1/144 g13 0.015400329826 0.000164624707
31-M6 1/16 g15 −0.406156736719 0 208-S7 1/96 g14 −0.148081924590 −0.003305011557
32-M6 1/4 g16 −0.316465247271 0 209-S7 1/48 g13 0.015548592044 0.000160182577
33-M6 1/24 g13 0.045271743432 0 210-S7 1/32 g40 −0.363469627011 −0.004727828507
34-M6 1/48 g13 0.070805748949 0 211-S7 1/16 g38 −0.31134215536 −0.00404674919
35-M6 1/4 g16 −0.535115380809 0 212-S7 1/8 g42 0.81924717224 0.04055898550
36-M6 1/8 g15 −0.831785654370 0 213-S7 1/24 g15 −0.112542632056 −0.003478053745
37-M6 1/8 g16 −0.667694545359 0 214-S7 1/8 g47 0.91405093408 0.04486160082
38-M6 1/12 g9 −0.21440337147 0 215-S7 1/8 g54 0.828736871089 0.040880626848
39-S6 1/24 g7 0.025334411533 0.000134151236 216-S7 1/8 g46 0.95215768567 0.04559036202
40-S6 1/16 g8 −0.512249210261 −0.003730210466 217-S7 1/4 g42 0.59759777279 0.02595026422
41-S6 1/8 g9 −0.271221697673 −0.001890072089 218-S7 1/8 g53 0.774920557284 0.033638518217
42-S6 1/72 g7 0.021623868322 0.000141394973 219-S7 1/32 g40 −0.246180375270 −0.004550733992
43-S6 1/8 g9 −0.43846576066 −0.00319405093 220-S7 1/8 g43 0.961197181072 0.046855489196
44-S6 1/4 g17 −0.259325943995 −0.004300120594 221-S7 1/16 g38 −0.188790327282 −0.002374789360
45-S6 1/6 g9 −0.119009992648 −0.003308367453 222-S7 1/4 g42 0.58123025452 0.02495949785
46-S6 1/4 g18 0.879291241521 0.047113097898 223-S7 1/4 g55 0.35733921887 0.01511183749
47-S6 1/4 g19 1.120968561756 0.059552411259 224-S7 1/16 g40 −0.200696579093 −0.004500005469
48-S6 1/8 g20 1.542237652030 0.080253512938 225-S7 1/12 g15 −0.065174820497 −0.001839165015
49-S6 1/8 g21 1.176947197512 0.062822045769 226-S7 1/16 g52 0.702185354197 0.023943701788
50-S6 1/12 g9 −0.140199070719 −0.003403733352 227-S7 1/8 g47 0.407663379492 0.013494432296
51-S6 1/4 g21 0.865925201214 0.040831704607 228-S7 1/12 g15 −0.08195863410 −0.00211512505
52-S6 1/2 g18 0.782731311849 0.037539120424 229-S7 1/4 g53 0.490372577726 0.016658394455
53-S6 1/12 g8 −0.147488212902 −0.003907983810 230-S7 1/2 g42 0.36993498100 0.01245375453
54-S6 1/32 g22 2.044600225603 0.101571794444 231-S7 1/12 g15 −0.08195863410 −0.00211512505
55-S6 1/8 g20 1.137071072414 0.051222861796 232-S7 1/2 g42 0.36993498100 0.01245375453
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56-S6 1/16 g23 1.438346940100 0.076201517483 233-S7 1/4 g47 0.52108161787 0.01794555506
57-S6 1/48 g8 −0.172986991913 −0.003634710346 234-S7 1/8 g43 0.635702829750 0.025518064643
58-S6 1/16 g17 −0.308545719756 −0.004585599956 235-S7 1/32 g52 0.815707802129 0.032877730545
59-S6 1/4 g19 1.013873425897 0.048344744022 236-S7 1/8 g46 0.68905771535 0.02848129895
60-S6 1/24 g8 −0.147488212902 −0.003907983810 237-S7 1/8 g54 0.478222481915 0.016667771417
61-S6 1/8 g23 0.865346183548 0.033272188246 238-S7 1/4 g55 0.2289777693∗∗ 0.0077046092∗

62-S6 1/2 g19 0.674258545727 0.025819821639 239-S7 1/72 g13 0.012011538097 0.000163713616
63-S6 1/16 g20 1.137071072414 0.051222861796 240-S7 1/8 g42 0.46370717475∗ 0.01606754321
64-S6 1/8 g18 0.91444037725 0.04390592970 241-S7 1/12 g16 −0.07540859139 −0.00204387664
65-S6 1/24 g9 −0.135779338809 −0.003596057150 242-S7 1/16 g38 −0.187536113779 −0.004224294792
66-S6 1/8 g24 0.921487251154 0.044136661234 243-S7 1/12 g16 −0.075738914634 −0.002043899165
67-S6 1/4 g21 1.00712450325 0.04748442921 244-S7 1/12 g16 −0.07818970216 −0.00189022267
68-S6 1/2 g18 0.63804938664 0.02549067586 245-S7 1/4 g50 0.60353187598 0.02624560199
69-S6 1/2 g25 0.40041775626 0.01597778408 246-S7 1/4 g41 0.56993372746 0.02564664969
70-S6 1/4 g19 0.839686306795 0.033838333483 247-S7 1/4 g48 0.57239203577 0.02569079046
71-S6 1/2 g18 0.64945908709 0.02613967761 248-S7 1/6 g16 −0.062067310900 −0.001813515421
72-S6 1/12 g9 −0.078329154158 −0.001805644050 249-S7 1/4 g42 0.46691192976 0.01661222202
73-S6 1/16 g20 0.784299477998 0.023940846450 250-S7 1/2 g41 0.35089341850 0.01238298317
74-S6 1/8 g21 0.459957864776 0.013458616281 251-S7 1/4 g56 0.32526887363 0.01381319757
75-S6 1/6 g9 −0.098563025016 −0.002060047146 252-S7 1/8 g57 0.32687895181 0.01384306584
76-S6 1/4 g19 0.545976922937 0.016655215393 253-S7 1/4 g41 0.54819221041 0.02383525773
77-S6 1/1 g18 0.41299428301 0.01244181957 254-S7 1/2 g58 0.19468385257 0.00712440090
78-S6 1/4 g21 0.57773667234 0.01796147180 255-S7 1/2 g56 0.28701805127 0.01064946492
79-S6 1/8 g21 0.72502789578 0.02886965480 256-S7 1/8 g43 0.697364736943 0.025166949580
80-S6 1/8 g24 0.525569264321 0.016702878464 257-S7 1/12 g16 −0.07780036312 −0.00206345134
81-S6 1/4 g25 0.2537676580∗∗ 0.0076995725∗ 258-S7 1/4 g44 0.50747236144 0.01842390147
82-S6 1/72 g7 0.018045754289 0.000141297494 259-S7 1/8 g48 0.55986740563 0.02443161047
83-S6 1/8 g18 0.51101057979 0.01609272071 260-S7 1/4 g42 0.48161327069 0.01740560635
84-S6 1/24 g9 −0.102061722421 −0.001882627644 261-S7 1/2 g56 0.29353728091 0.01099247480
85-S6 1/4 g18 0.69473734752 0.02934001606 262-S7 1/4 g44 0.58759041059 0.02495250774
86-S6 1/2 g26 0.23847649789 0.00778731763 263-S7 1/4 g48 0.45969626338 0.01695129072
87-S6 1/2 g25 0.34480051893 0.01152224582 264-S7 1/16 g42 0.72541357539 0.03174350610
88-S6 1/4 g25 0.33720102751 0.01113173461 265-S7 1/8 g47 0.76145735178 0.03241477483
89-M7 1/48 g27 −0.004609529361 0 266-S7 1/4 g44 0.402492934390 0.014050307068
90-M7 1/32 g28 0.110191210376 0 267-S7 1/2 g41 0.35576134348 0.01253183085
91-M7 1/16 g29 0.057057476340 0 268-S7 1/2 g41 0.35875548318 0.01278571172
92-M7 1/144 g27 −0.004646692505 0 269-S7 1/1 g59 0.19941886961 0.00725142437
93-M7 1/16 g29 0.09439061787 0 270-S7 1/2 g57 0.29058013586 0.01075914097
94-M7 1/8 g30 0.086255985441 0 271-S7 1/4 g44 0.58151786330 0.02454625495
95-M7 1/48 g28 0.060934949636 0 272-S7 1/8 g48 0.54469915316 0.02347973464
96-M7 1/64 g31 −1.085167325405 0 273-S7 1/2 g49 0.2148706018∗∗ 0.0076033420∗

97-M7 1/32 g32 −0.581418054856 0 274-S7 1/2 g56 0.28321821960 0.01041920621
98-M7 1/24 g28 0.060934949636 0 275-S7 1/12 g16 −0.078531030620 −0.001926078277
99-M7 1/16 g33 −0.415203240084 0 276-S7 1/36 g13 0.012465829906 0.000153902490
100-M7 1/4 g34 −0.323424309472 0 277-S7 1/24 g15 −0.084798571521 −0.001740909795
101-M7 1/16 g32 −0.581418054856 0 278-S7 1/4 g44 0.51605751592 0.01887196029
102-M7 1/24 g29 0.029781711859 0 279-S7 1/2 g41 0.36766342213 0.01317373214
103-M7 1/32 g32 −0.340755240980 0 280-S7 1/4 g41 0.44945925264 0.01646917857
104-M7 1/16 g35 −0.196062158014 0 281-S7 1/4 g44 0.63993915178 0.02847857167
105-M7 1/12 g29 0.037007306205 0 282-S7 1/16 g54 0.733996157205 0.031992253791
106-M7 1/8 g34 −0.238176055425 0 283-S7 1/4 g57 0.29124465780 0.01078593684
107-M7 1/2 g36 −0.17920527706 0 284-S7 1/8 g38 −0.102831822363 −0.001963907242
108-M7 1/8 g35 −0.25405258372 0 285-S7 1/12 g15 −0.055793955510 −0.001239522763
109-M7 1/16 g35 −0.35337393251 0 286-S7 1/32 g45 0.681842034844 0.018439194095
110-M7 1/16 g37 −0.234481729265 0 287-S7 1/8 g46 0.388596044366 0.010188219302
111-M7 1/8 g38 −0.1112555703∗∗ 0 288-S7 1/16 g47 0.306680788759 0.007632976875
112-M7 1/144 g27 −0.004476954704 0 289-S7 1/4 g44 0.239104577809 0.005952085972
113-M7 1/16 g36 −0.22686994808 0 290-S7 1/4 g38 −0.136445344241 −0.002439738284
114-M7 1/432 g27 −0.002157445026 0 291-S7 1/6 g16 −0.040988108137 −0.000916369833
115-M7 1/72 g27 −0.002517936782 0 292-S7 1/8 g43 0.444684697062 0.012048266739
116-M7 1/48 g28 0.049619035559 0 293-S7 1/4 g44 0.258027818279 0.006779105555
117-M7 1/24 g29 0.04248235153 0 294-S7 1/6 g16 −0.04924750611 −0.00108567543
118-M7 1/24 g29 0.026414905961 0 295-S7 1/2 g42 0.29509588412 0.00780329148
119-M7 1/32 g30 0.102504909593 0 296-S7 1/1 g41 0.21984447334 0.00571613352
120-M7 1/48 g29 0.05689249345 0 297-S7 1/6 g16 −0.05226800912 −0.00105297682
121-M7 1/12 g29 0.050866270685 0 298-S7 1/1 g41 0.22784166071 0.00604295950
122-M7 1/8 g34 −0.418158972550 0 299-S7 1/2 g44 0.32103472773 0.00869741529
123-M7 1/4 g36 −0.31676596355 0 300-S7 1/8 g46 0.48492854629 0.01352273240
124-M7 1/16 g32 −0.847760133200 0 301-S7 1/2 g44 0.32792589489 0.00904574305
125-M7 1/24 g29 0.05799468900 0 302-S7 1/12 g15 −0.067370543631 −0.001354748387
126-M7 1/8 g35 −0.53390645444 0 303-S7 1/8 g47 0.43217408742 0.01209244215
127-M7 1/8 g35 −0.458493427150 0 304-S7 1/4 g50 0.32318954732 0.00871680902
128-M7 1/4 g36 −0.32400906607 0 305-S7 1/4 g48 0.28070537197 0.00756061771
129-M7 1/8 g34 −0.625069918658 0 306-S7 1/2 g49 0.1299127414∗∗ 0.0033287282∗
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130-M7 1/16 g37 −0.494415425222 0 307-S7 1/36 g13 0.010485980621 0.000143949321
131-M7 1/4 g36 −0.41989663865 0 308-S7 1/4 g41 0.27709244190∗ 0.00746928985
132-M7 1/8 g34 −0.542017150796 0 309-S7 1/12 g15 −0.072993670101 −0.001976781189
133-M7 1/4 g38 −0.2010875739∗∗ 0 310-S7 1/8 g47 0.54154753559 0.01945547104
134-M7 1/32 g30 0.057209654200 0 311-S7 1/2 g44 0.41728030634 0.01494610501
135-M7 1/16 g35 −0.65804614052 0 312-S7 1/16 g46 0.607654217590 0.025416236198
136-M7 1/8 g36 −0.49327378592 0 313-S7 1/6 g16 −0.05189612468 −0.00105446532
137-M7 1/96 g28 0.069176047800 0 314-S7 1/2 g48 0.30611471184 0.00872378220
138-M7 1/16 g36 −0.491439771∗∗ 0 315-S7 1/8 g54 0.416000342949 0.012096422783
139-M7 1/32 g33 −0.800600314818 0 316-S7 1/1 g56 0.17349841526 0.00475514760
140-M7 1/8 g38 −0.15678153586 0 317-S7 1/2 g57 0.17914799102 0.00497574659
141-M7 1/48 g29 0.038380451088 0 318-S7 1/2 g59 0.12223230107 0.00332646474
142-M7 1/4 g38 −0.16148138890 0 319-S7 1/24 g13 0.023539759080 0.000168392224
143-M7 1/8 g36 −0.35422809760 0 320-S7 1/8 g42 0.39745790655 0.01134906488
144-M7 1/4 g39 −0.11081591890 0 321-S7 1/2 g41 0.29746997541 0.00837896648
145-S7 1/16 g13 0.036278976466 0.000158781404 322-S7 1/8 g50 0.35097358861 0.01003156199
146-S7 1/12 g13 0.028592826473 0.000147520009 323-S7 1/4 g58 0.11200684(65) 0.002934044(22)
147-S7 1/32 g14 −0.562933518492 −0.003584909865 324-S7 1/6 g16 −0.066786319580 −0.001901654937
148-S7 1/8 g15 −0.297654173362 −0.001836208735 325-S7 1/4 g44 0.532227035472 0.023800456805
149-S7 1/16 g15 −0.207555228859 −0.001215771810 326-S7 1/4 g41 0.471398155593 0.021205531919
150-S7 1/4 g16 −0.161644383198 −0.000945042482 327-S7 1/16 g38 −0.143600626236 −0.002341515026
151-S7 1/24 g13 0.028711924535 0.000168339233 328-S7 1/2 g41 0.40256253226 0.01541675510
152-S7 1/48 g13 0.031801483472 0.000155670095 329-S7 1/2 g49 0.2408938124∗∗ 0.0091028154∗

153-S7 1/4 g16 −0.28664763500 −0.00177064771 330-S7 1/4 g42 0.53011891513 0.02052915892
154-S7 1/8 g15 −0.45651280619 −0.00291467186 331-S7 1/2 g41 0.40699861908 0.01578213619
155-S7 1/8 g16 −0.36721882223 −0.00234684076 332-S7 1/6 g9 −0.03327128907∗ −0.00071484464
156-S7 1/12 g9 −0.1101540890∗∗ −0.00064080576 333-S7 1/12 g9 −0.03233713444 −0.00074619804
157-S7 1/12 g13 0.013391408702 0.000160623702 334-S7 1/1 g49 0.19856030714 0.00601526961
158-S7 1/8 g40 −0.300396192752 −0.004260505313 335-S7 1/1 g60 0.11669921848 0.00353726638
159-S7 1/4 g38 −0.156922345580 −0.002172374372 336-S7 1/1 g59 0.17040027980 0.00516337873
160-S7 1/36 g13 0.012817474926 0.000165556889 337-S7 1/4 g55 0.27313504687 0.00842786560
161-S7 1/4 g38 −0.25729167687 −0.00364837451 338-S7 1/2 g59 0.17869340447 0.00559074588
162-S7 1/4 g38 −0.160550866158 −0.003782129544 339-S7 1/4 g57 0.26110837786 0.00835316544
163-S7 1/6 g16 −0.075881836191 −0.002524110547 340-S7 1/2 g25 0.11163367834 0.00333921861
164-S7 1/4 g41 0.572724291583 0.031135889252 341-S7 1/2 g58 0.16178590989 0.00485764945
165-S7 1/4 g42 0.733711248698 0.039635195293 342-S7 1/12 g16 −0.052565424208 −0.000929056468
166-S7 1/8 g43 1.033924815474 0.054881037579 343-S7 1/4 g56 0.25493509530 0.00810369020
167-S7 1/4 g44 0.782547139439 0.042410572712 344-S7 1/2 g56 0.24870245765 0.00779831998
168-S7 1/12 g16 −0.089380432289 −0.002665803419 345-S7 1/8 g55 0.26307959329 0.00791848968
169-S7 1/4 g44 0.576651527776 0.028328751343 346-S7 1/4 g49 0.19864889227 0.00603498255
170-S7 1/2 g41 0.516195727537 0.025716040464 347-S7 1/2 g58 0.16748684(75) 0.005145002(32)
171-S7 1/12 g15 −0.099385135580 −0.003196017365 348-S7 1/4 g49 0.18925230589 0.00553447373
172-S7 1/16 g45 1.494759772685 0.077174394769 349-S7 1/1 g60 0.11070332(35) 0.003243273(14)
173-S7 1/8 g46 0.822000194835 0.039293990833 350-S7 1/2 g59 0.17193262172 0.00525283507
174-S7 1/8 g47 1.011972832768 0.054702376849 351-S7 1/48 g15 −0.067427158448 −0.001192271595
175-S7 1/24 g15 −0.115595929722 −0.003026809384 352-S7 1/8 g57 0.24582805220 0.00758817302
176-S7 1/8 g38 −0.196626012265 −0.004116199520 353-S7 1/12 g25 0.10201073910 0.00287693468
177-S7 1/4 g44 0.721067216848 0.035832522650

TABLE IX: Group factors gn for Table VIII.

n gn n gn
1 (2+N)/3 31 (2+N)2(112+80N+40N2+10N3+N4)/2187
2 (2+N)2/9 32 (2+N)2(136+80N+24N2+3N3)/2187
3 (2+N)(8+N)/27 33 (2+N)2(144+80N+18N2+N3)/2187
4 (2+N)2(8+N)/81 34 (2+N)2(152+76N+14N2+N3)/2187
5 (2+N)(22+5N)/81 35 (2+N)2(156+76N+11N2)/2187
6 (2+N)(20+6N+N2)/81 36 (2+N)2(164+72N+7N2)/2187
7 (2+N)3/27 37 (2+N)2(160+72N+10N2+N3)/2187
8 (2+N)2(20+6N+N2)/243 38 (2+N)2(8+N)(22+5N)/2187
9 (2+N)2(22+5N)/243 39 (2+N)2(186+55N+2N2)/2187

10 (2+N)(60+20N+N2)/243 40 (2+N)2(8+N)(20+6N+N2)/2187
11 (2+N)(56+22N+3N2)/243 41 (2+N)(448+244N+36N2+N3)/2187
12 (2+N)(48+24N+8N2+N3)/243 42 (2+N)(416+252N+56N2+5N3)/2187
13 (2+N)3(8+N)/243 43 (2+N)(368+256N+88N2+16N3+N4)/2187
14 (2+N)2(48+24N+8N2+N3)/729 44 (2+N)(424+252N+50N2+3N3)/2187
15 (2+N)2(56+22N+3N2)/729 45 (2+N)(320+256N+120N2+30N3+3N4)/2187
16 (2+N)2(60+20N+N2)/729 46 (2+N)(384+260N+76N2+9N3)/2187
17 (2+N)2(8+N)2/729 47 (2+N)(400+260N+64N2+5N3)/2187
18 (2+N)(164+72N+7N2)/729 48 (2+N)(440+244N+42N2+3N3)/2187
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19 (2+N)(152+76N+14N2+N3)/729 49 (2+N)(22+5N)2/2187
20 (2+N)(136+80N+24N2+3N3)/729 50 (2+N)(432+252N+44N2+N3)/2187
21 (2+N)(156+76N+11N2)/729 51 (2+N)(256+240N+160N2+60N3+12N4+N5)/2187
22 (2+N)(112+80N+40N2+10N3+N4)/729 52 (2+N)(352+264N+96N2+16N3+N4)/2187
23 (2+N)(144+80N+18N2+N3)/729 53 (2+N)(384+256N+76N2+12N3+N4)/2187
24 (2+N)(160+72N+10N2+N3)/729 54 (2+N)(400+248N+68N2+12N3+N4)/2187
25 (2+N)(8+N)(22+5N)/729 55 (2+N)(22+5N)(20+6N+N2)/2187
26 (2+N)(186+55N+2N2)/729 56 (2+N)(472+224N+32N2+N3)/2187
27 (2+N)4/81 57 (2+N)(464+224N+38N2+3N3)/2187
28 (2+N)3(20+6N+N2)/729 58 (2+N)(504+206N+19N2)/2187
29 (2+N)3(22+5N)/729 59 (2+N)(492+210N+26N2+N3)/2187
30 (2+N)3(8+N)2/2187 60 (2+N)(526+189N+14N2)/2187
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